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Introduction
• Here, we applied TARGETgene to identify potential therapeutic 

targets from thousands of differentially expressed genes in breast, 
colon, and lung cancer. In each case, differentially expressed genes 
are all ranked based on the extent of their weighted degree 
centrality in tumor-specific networks that are generated by mapping 
differentially expressed genes of each cancer type to the 
constructed gene network. More detail of this example are in the
supplementary document of the paper. 

• Users can download TARGETgene.rar from the downloads page. 
After unzipping it, you will find two sub-sub-directories (EX1 and 
EX2) under the sub-directory "Examples". "EX1" contained files for 
example 1, including three lists of differentially expressed genes of 
three cancer types, three lists of genes detected by cell viability 
RNAi screens. 

• The following steps are used to generate the results (only the case 
of breast cancer is shown). 



Step 1: Select breast cancer as the studied cancer type and 
load the list of differentially expressed genes in breast cancer

Select the studied cancer type (breast cancer)

Select a set of differentially expressed genes (BreastCancer_Genes.txt)



Step 2: Apply weighted degree centrality to rank all the 
differentially expressed genes

Select a ranking method



Map all differentially expressed genes to the network and 
rank all of them based on weighted degree centrality  



Step 3: Validate the prediction using curated cancer genes and
cancer literature citation. These result indicates that highly 

ranked genes could be important cancer genes

Validate the list of ranked genes



Validate using curated cancer genes Validate using genes cited by cancer 
literature (citation #>1)
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Step 4: One set of collected target genes detected by RNAi 
screens is also used for validation. Some of these target are 

novel breast cancer genes
Load a list of target genes detected by RNAi screens



Validation using target genes detected by RNAi screens



Step 5: Select those highly ranked and up-regulated genes

Find and select interesting genes



Select top-500 ranked and 1.5 fold-overexpressed genes in breast cancer



221 genes are selected



Step 6: Explore cited literature of a selected gene

Click “LIMK1” gene and explore its cited literature



LIMK1 gene has 7 cited breast cancer papers



Step 7: Select those approved drugs that target on the 
selected 240 genes

Find and select interesting drugs



Select those approved drugs whose targeted were selected in the Gene Panel



53 approved drugs are selected



Step 8: Explore a interested drug

View all targets of the clicked drug, “Trastuzumab”



All target genes of Trastuzumab 



Explore more information about drug, “Trastuzumab” via several 
external databases



Step 9: Find enriched biological processes of the selected 
221 genes

Find functional annotations of the selected genes



Functional annotations in DAVID database



Enriched biological processes of the 221 selected genes
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Introduction
• Mutations of a hub gene in biological networks are able to deregulate 

the regular functions of many genes and pathways because of its ability 
to directly or indirectly affect other components of the cell through its 
vast interactions. Therefore, mutated hub genes can be possible driver 
of cancer progression. Here, we applied TARGETgene to identify 
possible driver genes of Glioblastoma Multiforme (GBM) from hundreds 
of mutated genes obtained from high-throughput sequencing and copy 
number analysis (Cerami et al., 2010). More detail of this example are in 
the supplementary document of the paper. 

• Users can download TARGETgene.rar from the downloads page. After 
unzipping it, you will find two sub-sub-directories (EX1 and EX2) under 
the sub-directory "Examples". "EX2" contained files for example 2, 
including a list of mutated genes, a list of all genes in the genome, a list 
of genes in the core pathways of GBM. 

• The following steps are used to generate the results. 



Step 1: Select Glioblastoma as the studied cancer type and 
load the set of GBM mutated genes

Select the studied cancer type (GBM)

Select a set of mutated genes (Alterated_Genes.txt)



Step 2: Choose all the genes in the genome as the seed genes
for association

Select all the set of genes in the human genome  (AllGenes.txt)



Step 3: Rank all the mutated genes based their association in 
the network with all the genes in the human genome

Map and rank all the mutated genes



Step 4: One set of genes in core pathways of GBM (The 
Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network, 2008) are used for 

validation

Validate the ranked genes



Load the set of genes in core pathways (Genes_CorePathways.txt)



Step 5: Those genes in core pathways tend to be ranked 
highly (AUC>0.9). This indicates highly ranked genes in the 
prediction can be drivers and potential therapeutic targets



Performance Validation using ROC Curve
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Step 6: Find those novel GBM genes (i.e., no GBM literature 
citation was found) that are also in the identified core 

pathways

select those genes in the core pathways



Load the set of genes in the core pathways (Genes_CorePathways.txt)



Sort genes based on # of GBM literature citation (ascending) 



Two of novel GBM genes are also in the identified core pathways (no GBM literature citation)


